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- Simplest way to estimate? Add 62 days to the date your crop was pollinating.
- More complicated, but not necessarily more accurate? Base estimate on GDDs from silking to black layer.

Planting of Indiana’s corn crop certainly got off to a late start, but finished strong once it did begin (Fig. 1). Nevertheless, half of the state’s crop was planted after mid-May (Fig. 1) which positions the 2013 planting season among the latest in recent years (Fig. 2). The lateness of the crop planting was accentuated by our collective short-term memories of the extreme early pace of corn planting in 2012 (Fig. 2).

As most everyone is aware, the calendar pace of corn development is strongly driven by temperature. The warmer it is, the faster the calendar pace of development and vice versa. The conceptual measure of the accumulation of “heat” is defined by the calculation of Growing Degree Days, abbreviated as GDDs (Nielsen, 2012).

From May 1 through the end of July, statewide accumulation of GDDs in Indiana ranged from slightly below normal in the southwest to slightly above normal in the northwest (Fig. 3). On the one hand, it would have been nice if GDD accumulation had been quite a bit above normal because that would have helped later-planted crops “catch up” calendar-wise. On the other hand, we can be thankful that the season to date has not been significantly cooler than normal or else the late-planted crop would fallen further behind in development.

As it is, the majority of the state’s crop pollinated during the last two weeks of July (Fig. 4). Another way of looking at it is that half of the state’s crop had pollinated by 18 July (Fig. 5),
which interestingly is equal to the average date for 50 percent of the crop silked from 1991 to 2013. From that perspective, the 2013 Indiana corn crop is not that far behind in silking.

Nevertheless, folks who planted their corn later than normal are now beginning to worry whether their crop will mature safely before a killing fall freeze. Their concern is heightened because the current weather forecast for the next two to four weeks calls for below normal temperatures throughout much of August (forecast as of 31 July by NWS Climate Prediction Center).

Remember that the phrase "mature safely" refers to the development of kernel black layer that signals the end of dry matter accumulation in the grain (Nielsen, 2008) and, thus, means that the crop is physiologically "safe" from the effects of fall frosts or freezes relative to impact on grain yield. Grain moisture content at physiological maturity typically ranges from 25 to 35 percent and so additional calendar time is required for dry down of the grain in the field before harvest.

There are two ways to estimate the dates by which a corn crop may reach physiological maturity.

The first way is a general rule of thumb based on average calendar times from silking to maturity using historical crop progress data from USDA-NASS (Fig. 6). Since 1991, the average number of days between the date by which 50 percent of the state’s crop reached silking to the date by which 50 percent of the state’s crop reached maturity is about 62. Interestingly, there is not much relationship between the date that the crop silked and the number of days from silking to maturity.

So, the rule of thumb is to add 62 days to the date(s) that your crop was pollinating and that will be the approximate date by which the crop(s) will reach kernel black layer (maturity). For example, let’s say your crop pollinated around July 25. Add 62 days to that and the estimated date the crop may reach maturity is Sept 25.

Clearly, this rule of thumb is influenced by temperatures during the grain filling period. Warmer than normal temperatures will shorten the grain filling period and hasten maturity, while cooler than normal temperatures will lengthen the grain filling period and delay maturity. This effect of temperature during grain fill is best illustrated with the 1995 and 2009 growing seasons (Fig. 6). In each year, 50 percent of the state’s corn crop had reached silking by 25 July. Yet, the 1995 crop (warm grain filling period) reached maturity in only 54 days after silking while the 2009 crop (cool grain filling) did not reach maturity until 70 days after silking.

The second way to estimate the dates by which a corn crop may mature is based on the anticipated GDD requirement from silking to kernel black layer. With this value in hand, knowledge of the silking
date for the field, and access to historical weekly GDD normals (Nielsen, 2012), you can estimate the approximate week of the crop will mature........ assuming temperatures during grain filling are normal.

For example: A hybrid with a grain fill GDD rating of 1200 that silked the week of July 25 in northwest Indiana might be expected to reach kernel black layer towards the end of September or early October based on historical GDD accumulations after July 25. It is interesting to note that the estimate of crop maturity date using this method is very similar to that using the simpler rule of thumb based on 62 days between silking and maturity.

Few companies publish [silking to black layer] GDD values directly, but many publish hybrid GDDs from planting to silking and from planting to kernel black layer. Consequently, you can use the two values for a hybrid and calculate the GDDs from silking to black layer by substracting the silk GDDs from the black layer GDDs. For example, a hybrid rated as needing 1300 GDDs to silking and 2500 GDDs to black layer would therefore require 1200 GDDs from silking to black layer (2500 - 1300 = 1200).

Disclaimer, disclaimer, disclaimer

As I indicate throughout this article, growing conditions throughout the remainder of the grain filling period greatly influence the actual number of days between silking and kernel black layer for any given field of corn. Coupled with inherent differences among hybrids, you should implement these rules of thumb cautiously and use the calculated predictions of maturity dates as approximations.

Related reading


For other timely crop management info...
Chat 'n Chew Cafe: http://www.kingcorn.org/cafe
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